
SUNDAY 19th APRIL 2015 

HAYWARD SUNDAY LEAGUE ROUND UP        

 

Victoria Cross take over from Patricks on top of the HAYWARD SUNDAY PREMIER LEAGUE 

after emerging 2-1 winners in the crucial top of the table clash at Branksome Rec.   Martin 

Sault put Victoria Cross ahead on the hour with a header and Patricks responded 

immediately with Aaron Corby steering a header past goalkeeper Kev Thorniley, but his 

effort was ruled out for offside. 

Thorniley then saved well from Dan Manuel at the foot of the post before Victoria Cross 

doubled their lead when Ashley Ayley ruthlessly punished a defensive slip. 

Dan Manuel pulled one back for Patricks with a close range tap in four minutes from time 

but it was not enough to prevent Victoria Cross completing a league double over their arch 

rivals. 

 

Meanwhile, Priory Quays maintained their challenge with a 3-0 victory over Vienna Manor 

thanks to Kev Brennan and a couple of goals from Rafael Santos. 

 

Gary Shears and Kev Collins both bagged hat-tricks when unbeaten DIVISION FOUR title 

contenders Abbey walloped Rentech Repairs 7-0 with Mark Dykes also on target. 

Dan Symes led the way with a hat-trick when third placed Rushmere crushed AFC Dean Park 

10-0 with the other goals coming from Adam Richards (2), Paul Blenman, Kev Hennessey, 

Adam Nicholson, Nick Rodgerson, and Jack Walter. 

 

Philip Short struck for Sceenfix but the DIVISION SIX runners up took a heavy 5-1 tumble 

when West Mullen let rip through Ben Price, Ben Robinson, and a Tom Price hat-trick. 

 

Ferndown Wayfarers take over on top of DIVISION SEVEN after their 5-0 tonking of 

Branksome Liberal courtesy of Kyle Graham’s hat-trick and further goals from Ian Male and 

Jack Dickson.    A point from Sunday’s top of the table clash with nearest rivals Marden 

Edwards will now be enough for Wayfarers to claim the title. 

Meanwhile, Matt Small was the four goal star of AFC Fiveways’ 8-0 drubbing of Longfleet 

with Nathan Duffin and Ali Paton adding two each. 


